DV LITTLE 250 M

Input

Effect

1 jack mono (1M )
two: clean-lead
Gain - Level
EQ: Bass-Mid-High
Reverb

Power Amp

250W@4ohm / 150W@8ohm

Channels
Controls (each channel)

MPT (Mark Proprietary Technology)

Other features

PRE OUT (with -6 / 0 db switch)
FX LOOP
FOOTSWITCH INPUT (mono)

Dimensions

8.86”/ 22.5cm (w); 2.95”/ 7.5cm (h); 9.84”/ 25cm (d)

Weight

5.73 lbs / 2.6 Kg

The DV LITTLE 250 M head was built to achieve massive amounts of gain for METAL and HARD
ROCK. Now guitarists have a new choice to have their tones for everything heavy, except for the
amp weight! The DV LITTLE 250 M is incredibly versatile, from sparkling clean to extreme metal
and everything in between, and gets amplified by a stadium-rocking 250W power amp. This amp
also features an onboard reverb and a convenient FX loop to best interface with external effects.
SUGGESTED SELLING POINTS
> TWO CHANNELS WITH FULL CONTROL - LEAD CHANNEL HI-GAIN SETTING
Following the extraordinary success of the DV MICRO 50 —with the DV Micro and DV Little heads we were the first to
introduce such a kind of guitar products design, that marked a new standard for ultra-portable and great sounding
amps— the DV LITTLE 250M gets 250W stadium-rocking power. It offers two completely independent channels giving a
wide range of tones options, from clean to very high-gain distorted lead tones, featuring huge amount of gain and a
properly scooped EQ to better fit the genre of music it’s been made for.
> CHOICES OF GREATS
The DV LITTLE 250M is already the choice of some DV Mark top-artists like Michael Angelo Batio and Stanley
Jordan... both felt in love the very first time they tried one!!! Stanley literally said: "I went into ‘instant rock trance’ and
started shredding like a maniac."
> MPT - MARK PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
At DV Mark, Marco De Virgiliis invested a lot of resources in R&D to develope a proprietary power amp , designed to
respect and glorify the tone of your instrument. The DV LITTLE 250 M's MPT amp gives you faster attack,
improved dynamic response and warm, natural musical sound.

> LIGHT WEIGHT / DV LITTLE BAG (optional)
If you play a lot or transport your own gear, weight is a real factor. The DV LITTLE 250 M is incredibly lightweight,
only 5.73 lbs (2.6 Kg). As an optional accessory it’s also available the DV LITTLE BAG that allows you to transport
your amp in a knapsack (along with cables, tuner, charts, etc.) and then keep the amp in the bag during use.
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> ONBOARD REVERB / FX LOOP
This amp features the next generation of digital reverb, it's sweet-sounding, warm and natural and it’s quieter than a
common spring reverb. On the DV LITTLE 250 M we also added a convenient FX loop to best interface with external
effects.

